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The Dayton Area Speleological Society issues the
JOHN HOUSE NEWS as a monthly publication of society
activities.and of member composit-ions1 illustrative
photographic, or expository.
All such compositions
are the property of the authors and are published in
the JHN with their permission. 'Opinions ex~ressed in
articles published herein do not necessarily reflect the
views or policies of DASS. Members having compositions
for inclusion in future issues should forward same
to Bob Warner, 2425 W. Alex-Bell Rd., Dayton, Ohio,
45459. The contents are copyright c1975. by the
JOHN HOUSE NEWS with all rights reserved. Nothing
may be reprinted in whole or in part without
written permission.
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Dayton A.S.S. Officers:
Pres.
- Walter Foust
Vice.
- Wayne Kern
Sec.
- Barb Unger
Treas.
Joe Renner
Cor.Sec.
Bruce Carson
JOHN HOUSE NEvIS STAFF:
Editor
Bob Warner
Secretary
Shirley Foust
Printer &
Illustrator Walter Foust
Cover
Production
Joe Renner

DASS is an internal organization of the
National Speleological Society however NSS membership
is not necessary for membership in DASS. Membership
entitles one access to all sponsored activities of
the society including the monthly meetings~ sodal
outings, and cave trips. Members also receive the
JOHN HOUSE NEWS. Dues are four do}lars per year and
should be paid to the DASS treasurer, Joe Henner
(make check payable to him), 786 E. Route 73, Springboro,
.Ohio, 45060.
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Recent Pitfalls
I
by John Agnew
pg. :r
Internal Combustion
'
by larrY Simpson pg.
My Ihred to Myself
'by Beth Albright
pg. 4~_~
CaveMate
by John Agnew
pg. 5~
To the Editor
by J ohn Agn~w
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Spring-In ~
The society meeting on ThUrsday, April 3, wiil be
Dear Abby'
held at the home of Paul and Barb Unger. Directions to
~ by Wayne Kern
pg.
their home are given in the map below. The meeting will
Vertiele Retrospect
st3.rt around seven o'clock. Again this month we have no
by Bob Warner
pg. 8~
fOT-mal presentation planned so if ~ny. of you have slides
or movies please bring them. By the way, Bob Warner
.extends his apologies to everyone for not bringing his slide projector to the last
meeting and he will see to it that it will not OCClD~ in the future. Warner will also
have a sign-up sheet for those interested in going on the RockCastle canoe trip. The
trip' is scheduled for the weekend of May the tenth.
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Cover
This month's cover depicts a formation of soda straws nestled together like
palm t.rees around an oasis. The picture was taken by Bob Warner last year in 4UHtca.ve.
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JOHN HOUSE NEWS
RECENT PITFALLS

Vol. 4, No.4
by John Agnew

On the first weekend of my Christmas break from school, I left early Friday with
Larry Simpson and his brother Bill for a J-day weekend at .Squalid Manor. That afternoon we W8~t on a tour of the S-canyon in Wells, and the next day Ken Macke and two
other friends from the G.C.G., Larry Wuest, Larry Karasevich, and Bill Feldman arrived
at Squalid. Ken was planning on leading a tourist trip into Richardson's, but Larry
diverted their attention by offering a virgin pit instead. Some locals had told
Larry of a "JOO foot" pit they had found while hiking in the woods. They gave us
some cursory directions, and after searching the area for awhile, we found t~e pit,
a 4 x 6 hole, blowing a hellaceous amount of air.' After jumping up and down with
excitement, we ran up the huge hill to our car, grabbed our equipment and ran back
to the pit. Chimneying down about 15 ft. we found ourselves in a low room which had
J pits in the floor. One was almost immediately below the entrance, while the other
two were behind and underneath the actual entrance. Rocks dropped into the first
pit indicated a depth of about 60-70 ft., while the other two were 75-80 ft. deep.
Ken: rigged his goldline to a tree on the edge of the entrance sink, and J rope pads
later threw the rope into the first pit. The lip over which the final pads were laid
actually consisted of two JOO pound blocks which appeared to be wedged in the mouth
of the pit. All efforts to move them seemed useless, so they were assumed to be
stable enough. Ken dropped down thE; eliptical shaft, and finally, "OFF rope" echoed
up from the bottom, I got rigged up, sw~llowed the lump in my throat and dropped over
the edge. Arriving at the bottom I derigged and found myself in a humongous canyon
complex, over 70 feet high, and about 10 feet wide. We climbed down out of the way
while the others rappelled in. With everyone down, we moved down out of the entrance
canyon into a JO x 10 trunk passage. To our left was open blackness, while to our
right was a hole thru some breakdown leading into blackness and expelling quite a
breeze. We' followed the breeze into a large breakdown room, past a gurgling breakdown-filled pit and into a 10 x 5 dry passage. We followed this stoopway for a few
hundred feet until it ended in Bd. Heading back we noted many side leads, and Larry K.
and Ken M. disappeared into one while the rest of us ran back to the huge lead to the
left of the entFance. Larry S. in the lead, we climbed along ledges on the walls of
the JO x 20 passage, to avoid the 40-50 pits in the floor. Travel was difficult as
one had to avoid crushing gypsum flowers and sliding off of the unstable ledge at
the same time, The floor finally evened out and we encountered a stream which we
followed for 600 ft, to a breakdown choke. By this time the passage had narrowed to
a mer~ 15' x 6', We followed the stream back downstream and found a way to follow it
as it sank down into the floor. We climbed down a forty foot cascade and from there
we spent the next 4 or 5 hours attempting to find the end of the stream. We saw
about a mile of virgin stroam ?assage, the majority of which was a canyon meandering
over low stream passage. Several large domes intersected the passage, and one
contained some honest-to-goodness, genuine, authentic cave pearls, along with some
nice rimstone and lily pads. We passed many leads, including some walking, but the~e
were left for another d.y. After awhile the passage closed down to a tight belly
crawl, which carried a very strong cold breeze. The cold temperature indicated that
we were near an entrance, which we wanted desperately to find. Ken and I pushed
seperate crawls, Ken giving up when it became too small for human passage, and I gave
up when I was on my belly in water with my arms pinned at my sides and my nose rapidly
.filling with water. We reluctantly began the long trek back to the pit, drooling at
the leads which we had no time to check. We ascended with no trouble (except for our
tired bodies), and climbed the hill to our cars, which turned out to be more strenuous than ascending the pit.

(Continued on page 6)
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My Dared to Myself

Internal Combustion

(Written near the Rockcastle River
Obstacle. clear-cut and defined
after hearing the start of a chain saw). Th ere 's a JO
. b t 0 be d one
The gasoline eneine
With it's monoxide fog
Sounds to me much li~8

A cli~f to fight, my dare to myself
A battle to be won.
Fear, trembling and cold
Take the first step backwards

The snort of a hog,

Feet feel like lead

But perh?ps this comparison

Knots tied secure?

Here's the break.

Is too impolite

Two feet below the break

Or might even be argued

Can't BO back up
Must go down to reach the top

Is not nearly right,
For I have indeed
No need to offend
The source of our pork,

Take a deep breath, go.
Three-point

contact always

Where'e the next foothold?
Not as bad as I first. thought
It's a shame the ground's so close.

The pig and his kin.
Free fall next, no solid rock
So without meaning libel
To the nobel swine,
A more pungent simile
Springs into my mindl

Rope slides through easily
Feels good, the rope and me
I'm free, I can fly!
The ground comes up to meet me
The thrill is multiplied

That disgusting

combustion

I want to go and do it again

And the fumes it imparts

But there isn't time.

Is more like a series

I know that I can do it now

Of loud piggish farts.

The next time will be great
The rock, the rope, the harness, and me

By Larry Simpson

Nature and I are one.
By Beth Albright
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JOHN HOUSE NEWS
RECENT PITFALLS

(Continued)

Subsequent trips to the pit have revealed that there is more to be seen. Ken
Macke and Mike Johnson found 2-)000 feet of dry upper level stuff paralleling the
main stream, while Larry, Bob, and myself discovered an additional 700 ft. while
surveying in the upstream section, beyond the original BD choke. So far, only
17)2 feet have been surveyed, this in the short upstream section. The bulk of the
cave's length lies downstream and remains unsurveyed with many leads remaining
unchecked.
Any volunteers?
This past Groundhog day, we decided to try our luck at another pit, so Larry
and I met Ed Weeks and Mat Chumley at an alledged 120 ft pit which Dave and Co. found.
Mat rigged the pit with 178 ft of BlueWater, and dropped in. About 40 or 50 feet
down, he reported that he was on bottom. The rest of us, dropped in and checked it
out. It contained much organic debris, including dozens of defunct box turtles,
putrid pigs and, decrepid dogs. A crawl led out of the pit, which Mat pushed until
the canyon" in the floor of the crawl snarfed his carbide lamp. After fishing it
out with a stick, Mat retreated and Larry took the lead, pushing ahead until the
canyon snatched his spare nicade from his pocket. We spent the next )0 minutes
cramped in the cold (there was an incoming breeze) floorless canyon while Larry
fished his batteries out with a prusik loop on a stick. After he recovered his
batteries, he moved some breakdown and emerced into a breakdown-filled room. As I
heard "Scoop!" echoing in the huge room I ~mshGd my reluctant body ahead, and into
the cave. As Larry waited for Ed and Mat, I squeezed thru some breakdown and emerged
into a 70 ft doms, the walls of which were covered with flows tone cascades.
In the
center of the room were two huge stalagmites, about 7 feet high and 2 feet in
diameter.
I was jumping up and dorrl1'yeJ,ling "wo~!, shit! ".as Larry entered the dome.
They calmly agreed that it was indeed nice, and we proceeded to look for some more.
I climbed down into an adjacent domepit, 70 feet high and 15 feet deep. At the
bottom was a crawl leading to a stream passage, which we followed for about 2;')000
feet. Although the passage averaged well over 20 feet high, we could only walk about
half the time due to the sinous, meandering nature of the passage. We encountered
several domes intersecting the passage, one over 80 ft high, plus some nice formation
rooms, all virgin, of course. A few thousand feet into the virgin cave I encountored
a set of human footprints, apparently recently made by someone who knows of another
entrance, which we could not find. We were finally stopped by a flowstone choke,
which might be passable, 'though none of ~ cared to make a serious attempt. At that
point we made our retreat.
Larry and Ed found an upper level shortcut, while Mat
and myself got lost in a )-dimGnsional maze. We eventually arrived back at the
entrance, and made a cold, wet ascent. The owner had thoughtfully built a fire for
us at the top, enabling us to warm our hands sufficiently to untie knots. While we
huddled about the fire, the owner told us of several other deep pits in the vicinity,
which remain unchecked.
We now have two new sizeable caves" to survey. Our original
scoop holds more potential than the second pit we visited, though both caves are
quite exciting.
I am reluctant now to enter any new pits for fear that we'll never
get back to survey the first!
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To the Editor;
After reading your comments in the March issue of' the John House News, I felt
compelled to write to you and bring up a few points for you to consider.
t

I found your suggestion that the NSS promote caving on a national level' to be
rather ill-thought and unrealistic.
Not only would such a policy be ineffective in
gaining political power for the NSS, but it would be extremely destructive from an
environmental standpoint.
I:suPpose an increase in po+itical power wouid be somewhat helpful in protecting some caving areas, but the':publicity and resultin;~
'
increase in traffic would eventually destroy the very caves you are striving to
protect.
'
,
In recent years, outdoor recreational activities such as backpacking, canoeing,
climbing, etc., have shown a tremendous surge in interest. Along with this has come
a tremendous surge of trash~ 'trampled ,woods, accidents, and deaths. Caving has also
had a surge of interest although on a proportionately smaller s~le.
It too, has
had an increase in accidents and destruction of the cave environment.
If the popularity of caving were increased toa level compareable to that of other outdoor
sports (in order to increase the NSS's political power) it would result in the quick
and total destruction of 'the cave environment.
Combine the facts that underground
wilderness is far less extensive tha~ that on the surface, and that when a cave is
damaged, it is damaged permanently, it adds up to the end of o.ves as we now know
them. The cave environment is far less d.urable than that of the surface •. Trees can
regrow, footprints'are bUried by wind and rain, and garbage will decay to a ,certain
extent. The fact that one can find graffiti, footprints, and garbage from the
Paleolithic in caves, should demonstrate the permance of damage.
I believe that the NSS would be better off working through groups such as the
Sierra Club rather than trying to.gain power on its own, at the risk of a potentially
dangerous and destructive impact to the cave environment.
The NSS should strive to
contact non-affiliated cavers and solicit membership, but I stand by the present
policy on the non-recruitment of new cavers.
Sincerely,
John Agnew
Dear Abby,
You could perform an even greater service than you do with your advioe column
if you were to set up a "Dear Abby Swap Shop."
The Dear Abby Swap Shop which could be called "DASS," could arrange swaps
between mates.
For example, the wife of Gutless of New York, who complained because she was
still a virgin after a year of marriage, could swap mates with one of those gals who
is always complaining because har husband won't leaver her alone long enough to get
her housework done.
And that poor 41.J--year-oldwife who is dead tired from working a 10-hour shift
ina laundry could swap her Louis, who acts like he's still a teenager, for a man
like "Enough is Enough," who's all burned out at the age of 50.
Abby.

shop.

There are lots of couples who need to swap mates, and you and DASS could do it,
What do you say?
Originator of DASS
Thanks a lot, but there's enough swapping going on without my starting a swap
In other words, "DASS" ist nicht fur mich.
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Verticle Retrospect

by Bob Warner

The DASS verticle session was very successful.
Four novices took the rope
over the cliff at Clifton Gorge and lived to tell about it. Beth Albright, Larry
Litsey, Steve Pressel, and Tom Shaffer, under the tutelage of Walter, were initiated
into the arts of descending a verticle surface via a blimbing rope. They started
out learning the basic techniques on a twenty foot cliff that Barb and Paul Unger
had rigged and by the end of the afternoon they had progressed to the fifty foot cliff
that Joe Renner and Paul Richter had rigged.

'f
I

Paul Richter demonstrated the art oflrock climbing by putting the coup de grace
on a cliff face that Joe, Paul U. and I failed to climb. Joe, Paul, and I -had to
resort to being let down by belay after unsuccessfully negotiating a very difficult
climb about two,;"thirdsof the way up the cliff.
Walter had a home-made set of ascenders and.a new type of breaking device that
he made at home also. He didn't get an opportunity to demonstrate the ascenders but
he did descend once with the so called "L" descender, Joe seemed to think it needed
some refinements.
The ascenders hav~ a lot of potential.
They are patterned after
the Gibb ascender except there is no need to disassemble it to insert the rope. By
using them you should be able to eliminate some of the setup time that you have with
the Gibb ascenders.
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